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Course Topics/Objectives

Use interviews as evidence

Identify the differences between 
inspection and investigative interviews

Plan and conduct effective interviews

Identify the types of interview questions 
and how to use them



Course Topics/Objectives II

Utilize note-taking techniques

Effectively listen during an interview

Apply the key steps to a good 
interview



Interview

OData and fact gathering technique

OQuestion and answer session

OSteered by interviewer

OAimed at obtaining quantitative and 

qualitative information

Orientation              Examination             Confirmation



Interview cont.
O Used to illicit facts and/or opinions of 

those involved in, or affected by, a 

particular program or project regarding 

its context, implementation, results, 

and/or impact 

O Requires multi-tasking, appropriate 

social reactions, and split-second 

decision-making

Orientation              Examination             Confirmation



Tests and Types of  Evidence   

Testimonial

Obtain through 
inquiries, 

interviews, or 
questionnaires. 

Documentary

Consists of 
created 

information 
such as letters, 

contracts, 
accounting 

records, 
invoices, and 
management 

information on 
performance. 

Physical

Obtained by 
direct 

inspection or 
observation of 

people, property 
or events.



O Miscommunication: what you heard may not 

be what was said or meant to be said.

O Ask confirmation questions. Check with partner.

Confirm later via e-mail.

Testimonial Evidence Pitfalls



O Misleading: interviewee may intentionally 

omit information or lead you to a faulty 

conclusion.

O Use a mix of closed, open, and probing questions 

to reveal disconnects. Ask multiple people about 

the issue. 

Testimonial Evidence Pitfalls



O Mistaken: interviewee may honestly believe 

he is right when he is wrong.

O Ask multiple people about the issue. Check 

against documentary or physical evidence.

Testimonial Evidence Pitfalls



O Ask multiple people about the same issue

O Ask front-line staff, middle managers, and agency head 

about the same issue.

O Always have a partner

O Confirm that you heard the same things and have the 

same understanding.

O Document the interview.  Have your partner review the 

write-up for accuracy.

O Get it in writing

O On critical testimonial evidence or cause, confirm key 

information in writing (e-mail).

Strengthening Testimonial 
Evidence



O How is the purpose of investigative interviews 

different from evaluation/inspection interviews?

O Evaluation/inspection interviews are not forensic 

evidence — not to be used in cases with potential 

findings of wrongdoing by individuals that may result in 

discipline.

O Tip: It is critical to convey this difference to your 

interviewees!

O Interview ≠ interrogation!

Evaluation/Inspection vs. 
Investigative Interviews



O Law enforcement agencies must relay 

certain warnings prior to any custodial 

interrogation (Miranda v. Arizona 

(1966)) 

O protection against self-incrimination

O right to the presence and advice of an 

attorney

Legal Considerations



O U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Garrity v. New Jersey (1967)  

enables public employers to compel their employees to 

make statements during investigative interviews of 

workplace misconduct.

O Employers can require statements from employees but only 

use them for employment purposes. 

O Information obtained as a result of Garrity interviews cannot 

then be used in criminal prosecutions.

O There is no right to representation during an interview under 

Garrity; but state laws or union contracts may require one.

O Keep evaluation/inspection and investigative interviews 

separate!

Legal Considerations—
Employee Interviews



O Organizational Risk Assessment (annual plan)

O Gather information, assess risk, solicit 

evaluation/inspection requests

O Pre-Survey

O Gather baseline knowledge, assess risk

O Entrance Conference

O Introductions, expectations, process, contact 

person

Reasons to Conduct 
Interviews



O Survey

O Gather more knowledge, test your understanding, 
assess risk, refine objectives, determine data available 
for potential methodology

O Fieldwork

O More detail on how things work, confirm your 
understanding

O Communicate testing results, determine causes

O Exit Conference

O Communicate findings and recommendations, resolve any 
disagreements on facts, set expectations for written 
response

Reasons to Conduct 
Interviews, cont.



O Purpose determines process!

O Know the purpose of the interview before 

planning it

O Is the purpose to orient, examine, confirm, provide 

information?

O Is tone/rapport critical to build?

O What supporting materials do I 

O need/have I already been provided?

O Do not treat all interviews alike!

Purpose and Process

Purpose

Process



O Everything you do and don't do communicates 

something about your OIG

O You provide the interviewee with information even while 

you are asking the questions

O What do you want to convey about your OIG and 

yourself? 

O Objective, Approachable, Trustworthy, etc.

O How do you convey it? 

O Word choice, Clothing, Timing, etc.

What is Conveyed?



Interview Model

Collect Background 
Information

-Determine Agency

-Determine Interviewee



Interview Model

Determine Interview 
Objectives

-Schedule Interview

-Brief Interviewee

-Verify Interviewee 
Background



Interview Model

Arrange Interview

-Determine Desired Outcomes

-Prepare Key Questions

-Review Questions with 
Supervisor



Interview Model
Getting the Interview 
Started

-Assess the physical 
conditions

-Assess the individual 

-Initiate the dialogue



Interview Model
Introductions and 
Statement of Purpose

-Introduce Self and Team

-Role in the audit

-Objectives/Purpose of the interview

-Anticipated Timeframe



Interview Model

Question and Answer 
Process

-Ask question

-Paraphrase response

-Ask Follow-up questions (if 
applicable)



Interview Model

Summary and Close

-Explain what happens next in the audit

-Leave door open for follow-up contact

-Arrange to obtain documents referral 
documents, referral phone numbers, etc.

-Any final questions…?



Interview Model

Post Interview Activities

-Review documents obtained in 
interview

-Identify referrals

-Conduct debriefing

-Complete interview write-up



O Scheduling

O 10am, not Mon/Fri, electronic invitation(?), no 

more than 10 minutes early, never late 

O Introductions

O Handshakes, cards, icebreaker, put at ease, 

purpose of meeting

O Questions

O Maintain appropriate eye contact, use notetaker, 

ask questions in order but be willing to go off-

script

Major Steps in Interviewing



O Conclusion

O Ensure accomplished purpose, ask for any 

clarification, confirm next steps, farewell

O Debrief

O With partner, write up ASAP, debrief supervisor, 

evaluate interview, review next steps

Major Steps in Interviewing



Characteristics of an 
Effective Interview 

O Limited to 3-4 areas of inquiry

O Is about 45 minutes to 1-1.5 hours in duration

O Is a collaborative effort 

O Has potential to obtain:

O Verbal Information

O Perspective

O Facts

O Referrals to

O Documents 

O People 



Aspects of Effective 
Interviewing

Understanding 
the 

Interviewee

Using a 
Neutral Tone



Perspectives & Facts

Perspectives

A belief, conclusion, or 
opinion held with 

confidence, but not 
substantiated by positive 

knowledge or proof. 

Facts

That which is reality or actual 
truth. A thing that has actually 
happened. Something having 

demonstrable existence. 
Something that has been 

objectively verified.   



Types of Interviews

• Interviewer is allowed maximum 
flexibility to explore themes that 
have not been previously 
considered and to follow-up on 
the responses that are given. 

Unstructured

• Interview in which a standard 
set of pre-determined questions 
is established, which can be 
asked in the same order from 
one interview to another. 

Structured

Orientation              Examination             Confirmation



Major Types of Interview 
Questions

Direct/Closed

Obtain 
specific 

information

Confirm

Indirect/Open

Encourage 
interviewee 
to provide 

new 
information

Probing

Clarification

Elaboration 

Encouragement

Silence

Prompts 
interviewee 

to speak



Referrals to People

“Who else can provide information on…”

O (a) what was just covered in the interview, and 

O (b) information the auditor identified in advance of 

the interview for which a source is needed



Referrals to Documents

“Where can I find/obtain a copy of…”

O Requests for documents should be frequent 

O Interviewee can identify the source of documents

O Documents support and clarify information in the 

interview

O Documents carry more weight than verbal 

evidence



Questioning Techniques

Closed Ended

Questions that can be 
answered with a “yes” 
or a “no” or another 

limited set of possible 
answers. 

Open Ended

Questions that allow a 
respondent to give a 

freeform answer/”infinite 
response”.



Closed Question Examples

Did the system 
upgrade take place 

in January?

Are there any 
written policies and 

procedures?

How many 
supervisors are in 

this section?

Have there been 
any prior 

evaluations/inspec
tions related to this 

topic?



Open Question Examples

What are your 
biggest concerns 
about the billing 

process?

How does 
management 

measure results?

Would you please 
describe the 
procurement 

process?

What else do you 
think we should 
know about this 

topic?



Styles of Questions

Style of Question Example

Knowledge-Based 

Question 
When was the grant awarded? 

Time-Frame-

Based Question 
How were these grants awarded last year? 

Opinion-Based 

Question
Do you think the grant scheme is fair? 

Feeling-Based 

Question

Do you feel comfortable about the 

administrative arrangements for the grant 

scheme? 



Styles of Questions, cont.

Style of Question Example

Sensory-Based 

Question 

What do you see when you visit the sites 

where grant money is used? 

Experience-Based 

Question

How long have you been awarding grants? 

What is your background? 

Behavior-Based 

Questions 

Do the grant recipients treat the attached 

conditions seriously? 



Questioning Techniques II

Leading

Questions that prompt or 
encourage a desired 

answer.

Probing

(1) Questions that are intended 
to help the respondent think 
more deeply about the topic 

being discussed. 

(2) Follow-up questions when 
response is not fully understood, 

when answers are vague or 
ambiguous or when we want to 
obtain more specific or in-depth 

information.



Probing Question Examples

Please tell me more 
about your 

concerns with the 
billing process. 

So my 
understanding is 

[…]. Is that correct?

After the supervisor 
approves the 
invoice, what 

happens next?

You mentioned a 
software upgrade.  

Can you tell me how 
that has affected 

billing?



Approaches to Follow-Up 
Questions

Approaches Examples

Clarify Important/Vague 

points
Is this different from that…?

Pursue Inconsistencies Didn't you say that…? 

Agree Understanding So, what you mean is… 

Contrast with Different 

Perspectives
The Delegation thinks this... 

"What Ifs" Would it be the same if...? 

Deconstruct Opinions Why do you say that? Could you clarify? 



Approaches to Follow-Up 
Questions, cont.

Approaches Examples

Get Examples
On what occasion did this happen? Can 

you give an example of…? 

Don't Ignore the Signals Details, non-verbal, repetition 

Exploit Complaints
How does the new system cause you 

problems? 

Make Assumptions 

Visible
What is the basis for that...? 

"Unpack" Organizational 

Rhetoric
What do you mean by "cascade"? 



Elements of Confirmation

Area Facts to be Confirmed

Policies

• applicable regulations 

• stable situation, i.e. no recent changes or 

changes expected 

Organization

• responsibilities 

• reporting hierarchy 

• stable situation, i.e. no recent changes or 

changes expected 

Procedures

• internal/external requirements 

• stable situation, i.e. no recent changes or 

changes expected 

Other Information • no recent or upcoming evaluations or audits 



Active Listening 
O Definition: Occurs when the listener (receiver) 

provides feedback (verbal and/or non-verbal) 

to the speaker (sender) on the extent to 

which his/her message has been 

understood. 

O Purpose: To ensure that the message 

received by the listener is the same message 

that was sent by the speaker. 



Active Listening Techniques

Verbal NonVerbal



Listening as an Active Process

1. Hearing

Listening enough to 
catch what the 

speaker is saying.

2.Understanding

Taking the message 
heard and assigning it 

meaning through 
comprehension in one’s 

own way. 

3. Judging

Forming an opinion 
or conclusion 

about what was 
heard and/or 
understood.



Non-Verbal Communication

O Definition: Behavior and elements of speech 

aside from the words themselves that 

transmit meaning. 

O Includes: Pitch, speed, tone and volume of 

voice, gestures and facial expressions, body 

posture, stance, and proximity to the listener, 

eye movements and contact, and dress and 

appearance.



Paraphrasing

Verbatim

Repeating what was 
heard “word for word”.

Gist

Restating the essence 
of what was said.

Inference

Interpreting the 
meaning of what was 

said; can include some 
conclusion on the part 

of the interviewer.



Acknowledgement vs. 
Affirmation



Conducting Team 
Interviews

Questioner/Recorder 
Approach

Alternating 
Questions Approach

Facilitator Approach



Note-taking
O Narrative

O Word by Word

O Graphic

O Use of pictures, lines, and diagrams to replace words

O Development of Style

O Shorthand

O Jottings



O Be prepared to terminate an interview prematurely if:

O The interviewee is called away to a work or personal 

emergency.

O The interviewee is physically or mentally unable to 

continue.

O There is a communication breakdown and the interview 

becomes hostile.

O The interviewee provides incriminating information that 

needs to be turned over to Investigations.

O In any of these cases, terminate quickly and 

state that you will be in touch to reschedule.

Terminating Interviews Early



Preparation:

O Are you going to interview the right people for your 
purpose?

O Do you know enough to write relevant interview 
questions? (show you’ve done your homework and 
attempted to learn about the topic before the 
interview)

O Do you have all the relevant documents?

O Do you have a partner/notetaker and have you 
discussed your roles in advance?

O Directions, phone number

O Agenda, if appropriate

Ingredients of a Successful 
Interview



Attitude:

O Openminded, unbiased, positive

Skills:

O Communication skill

• Convey that interviewee is the expert and you want to 

learn from them, not find cracks in the armor or criticize 

what they do.

• Tactful and professional

• Engaged and interested

• Appropriate level of eye contact

O Notetaking skill

O Audit skill to know what you need to know for your audit

• Includes objectivity, reasonableness

Ingredients, cont.



O Interviewing is a skill - like any skill, improvement 

requires a reinforcement cycle:

Improving

Preparation

Execution

After-
Action 
Review

Deliberate 
Practice



Unstructured vs. Structured: 
Strengths and Weaknesses

Strengths Weaknesses

Interviews in General

• Gather data on various 

complex issues in an efficient 

way 

• Take into account situational 

and individual factors 

• Provides information that is not 

available from other sources 

• Constitute the lowest form of 

evidence, which needs to be 

supplemented by evidence 

from other sources. 

• Can be difficult to draw general 

conclusions 

Unstructured Interview

• Useful for theory building 

• Offers rich data 

• Well suited to complex subjects 

• Can be time intensive 

• Additional effort involved in 

data analysis 

• Difficult to quantify data 

Structured Interview

• Useful for hypothesis testing 

• Generates breadth of data 

• More easily quantified 

• Limited options can bias 

responses 

• Need very good advance 

knowledge 

• Difficult to reach deep 

understanding 



Questions and/or 
Comments

Presented by:

Leigh R. Anderson, Ph.D. 

Chief Performance Analyst 

City of Chicago Office of Inspector General

(773) 478-8454

landerson@igchicago.org


